Stents as a platform for drug delivery.
Drug delivery stents have proved their efficacy at preventing coronary restenosis and their potential in treating the occlusion or stricture of other body passageways, such as peripheral vessels and alimentary canals. The drug delivery systems on such stent platforms contribute to this improved therapeutic efficacy by providing improved drug delivery performance, along with reduced concerns encountered by current stents (e.g., in-stent restenosis, late thrombosis and delayed healing). A wide variety of drug delivery stents (metallic drug-eluting stents, absorbable drug-eluting stents, and polymer-free drug-eluting stents for coronary and other applications) that are commercially available or under investigation are collected and summarized in this review, with emphasis on their drug delivery aspects. This review also gives insights into the progression of stent-based drug delivery strategies for the prevention of stent-related problems, or the treatment of local diseases. In addition, a critical analysis of the advantages and challenges of such strategies is provided. With an in-depth understanding of drug properties, tissue/organ biology and disease conditions, stent drug delivery systems can be improved further, to endow the stents with better efficacy and safety, along with lower toxicity. There is also a great need for stents that can simultaneously deliver multiple drugs, to treat complex diseases from multiple aspects, or to treat several diseases at the same time. Drug release kinetics greatly determines the stent performance, thus effective strategies should also be developed to achieve customized kinetics.